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The step-by-step
guides on this site will

help you to edit,
retouch and create
images with Adobe

Photoshop Elements
step by step. This

tutorial was originally
published in April
2017. I update it

several times a year.
Please note that the

free version of
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Photoshop Elements
may be different from
the version used in the
tutorial. WELCOME TO

THE ULTRA-SIMPLE
Photoshop Elements

101 TUTORIAL -
UPDATED 24th January

2019 The following
tutorial is a very

simple introduction to
Adobe Photoshop
Elements. You will

learn the fundamental
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features of the free
edition of Photoshop
Elements. If you want
to learn the real power

of Photoshop
Elements, you should

read my Advanced
Photoshop Elements
101 Tutorial. Before
You Begin You will

need a digital camera,
a computer, and
Adobe Photoshop

Elements. The
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computer should have
an Intel processor, at

least 2 GB of RAM, and
an NVIDIA or AMD

graphic card. If you
use a more recent

computer or a PC, the
only mandatory

requirement is to have
at least 256 MB of

RAM. Other than that,
Photoshop Elements
will require a lot of

RAM. For most users it
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is recommended to
have at least 1 GB of

RAM. You should
download the latest
version of Photoshop

Elements from www.ad
obe.com/products/phot

oshopelements. You
can read the

Photoshop Elements
user guide in English
on Please note that
Photoshop Elements
can be purchased at
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Amazon.com or from
third party sellers. You

can also use the
discount codes found
on this page: Adobe
Photoshop Elements

2019 Discount Codes If
you have no previous

knowledge of
Photoshop Elements,
you will have to use a

guide to use
Photoshop Elements.
Follow the following
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links to find easy
guides: Many of the
links on the Internet

will take you to
websites that sell

Photoshop Elements. If
you want to use a free

or low-cost
388ed7b0c7
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What's New In?

Photoshop has a
unique tool for
correcting photos. For
an effect called
smoothing, you can
use the Spherize or
Lens Blur filter to
create a lens-like
effect on the image.
You can also convert
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an image to a black-
and-white. The
Hue/Saturation tool
can help you adjust
the color of the image
using the colors in the
image as color
parameters. Image
Adjustment Elements
Photoshop works with
a “library” of pictures
and textures called the
Element Library. When
you import an image,
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Photoshop adds all the
available elements and
styles from the library
to your canvas (i.e.,
the current page
where you are working
on). You can access
Elements by going to
Window > Elements.
This opens a window
showing different
categories such as
Basic, Type, Video,
and more, as
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illustrated in the
following figure. The
Basic palette shows
the options available
when opening a new
image. Elements
includes styles for text
(such as spacing,
color, kerning, and
text effects) and
vector (or graphics)
formats such as paths,
brushes, texts, filters,
effects, artboards, and
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more. These include:
Type, such as text
Video, such as
adjusting frame rate
Artboard, such as
setting the size of your
canvas, or working
with a custom
template Path, such as
a bitmap of a letter or
symbol Transform
Photoshop also has a
unique Transform
feature. While you can
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use this tool for
moving around your
canvas, it can do so
much more than that.
The Transform tool can
help you rotate, resize,
or even zoom in an
image. There are
several other tools you
can use with the
Transform feature. It’s
worth knowing about
them. Rotation Tool
You can rotate your
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image, canvas, or
both. This is useful for
creating art, or to
make your artwork fit
better in a file. To
rotate an image, use
the Rotation tool. Click
and hold on the
rotation line and drag
to rotate the image or
canvas. Resize Tool
Like the Transform
tool, the Resize tool
enables you to zoom in
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and out. But rather
than using a line, the
Resize tool is a circle
with a scale and a
button. This tool is
great for creating
artworks and other
graphics. To use the
Resize tool: Click and
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System Requirements:

The Linux version was
tested with Ubuntu
Linux 14.04.1 on both
VirtualBox and
VMware. An additional
test was conducted on
Mac OS X 10.8.4 with
VirtualBox. The
minimum system
requirements for
Windows are a 64-bit
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Intel or AMD
processor, Windows 7
or Windows 8.1
(64-bit), and 2 GB
RAM. The Mac version
is limited to 2GB RAM.
System Requirements:
The Windows 64-bit
version was tested
with Windows 7
Professional SP1 on
both VirtualBox and
VMware. It should also
work on Windows
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